2018 PROGRAM GUIDE

Full listing of camps & classes

Review camp and class descriptions by age groups:

- Preschool and Kindergarten (page 2)
- Lower School (page 5)
- Middle School (page 13)
- Upper School (page 20)

Please note:
- Programs are listed alphabetically in each section.
- Select camps by the grade that your child will enter in fall 2018.
- View the Xplore Schedule at the link below for a weekly overview of camps and classes.
- Extended care is available every day, each week unless the minimum registration is not met. Before and after care are not listed in this guide, but will appear on the registration site.
- Lunch Bunch is the supervised lunch break from 12:00 - 1:00 pm. This service is offered free of charge to campers attending both morning and afternoon camps.

More camp information is available at www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer

Contact Nicole Forbes, Director of Extracurricular Programs, with questions. forbesn@trinityvalleyschool.org or 817-321-0122
Preschool and Kindergarten

Unless otherwise noted, children attending Preschool (PK) camps must turn 4 years old by August 31, 2018 and children attending Kindergarten (K) camps must turn 5 years old by August 31, 2018.

Baking Up Some Fun (PK and K)
July 16 - 20, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Denise McDermott, Independent Educator
Put on your apron and cooking hat, too! We’ll read literature such as The Little Red Hen, Who Took the Cookies from the Cookie Jar?, and Cook-A-Doodle-Doo! to inspire our baking recipes. Students will learn about tools that bakers use while measuring, mixing, stirring, and baking. We’ll create art, learn songs, explore math and science, and experience being a baker in the bakery shop. $160

Beginner Chess and Games (K)
June 11 - 15, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Herminio Baez, Chess Instructor, and Cynthia Davis, TVS Extended Care Coordinator
This camp is like two camps in one! Campers will spend time each day with Mr. B, learning and practicing the basic rules of chess through games and group instruction. Each day will also include an exploration of other card and board games that promote strategy, creative thinking, and good sportsmanship. $160

Camp Astra (K)
July 9 - 13, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
August 6 - 10, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Full- and half-day options
Nicolette Forbes and Xplore Staff
Camp Astra offers a well-rounded week of exploration and discovery. Nature, storytelling, arts and crafts, and games will fill our days, along with a few visits from special guests! $215/$110

Campfire Fun (K and K)
June 18 - 22, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Are you ready for "smore" fun? Hike on over and let the adventure begin. As we gather around the campfire, we will: listen to stories, sing songs, and play games. Campers will have an opportunity to act out camping, take a nature hike, and go on a bear hunt. They’ll also create art projects, make trail mix, and explore math/science. Of course, no camping trip would be complete without making smores. $160

Cheerleading (K)
June 25 - 29, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Amy Coats, TVS Nurse and Cheer Coach, and Brianna Packard, FWISD Teacher
Bring your spirit and come learn the basics of cheerleading with the TVS Cheer Coaches! $160

Chicka Chicka Boom Boom (K)
June 4 - 8, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Harriet Moore and Kim Pierce, TVS Kindergarten Teachers
Join TVS Kindergarten teachers to become familiar with the classroom and kindergarten classroom procedures. The literature of Bill Martin and Eric Carle inspires an exploration of a different book each day through art, creative dramatics, music, and centers. Readiness skills and large group activities will help children prepare for a successful beginning of school. $160

CrossFit Kids (K)
July 9 - 13, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Panther City CrossFit
CrossFit Panther City is excited to bring their certified CrossFit Kids program to Trinity Valley School this summer. Awaken your child’s love for fitness, enhance his/her cognitive skills, and promote working in teams. Your child will not only learn different CrossFit skills and movements but also learn about nutrition through daily lessons and interactive activities. Each day, kids will also break a sweat during their daily WOD (Workout of the Day), Yoga, Endurance class, and other fun and challenging games and physical activities. All camp activities are under the guidance of a CrossFit Kids certified coach and nutritionist, Dabney Poorter. $170

Drawing Out (K)
July 16 - 20, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Oil & Cotton Creative Exchange
Learn both classical and alternative mediums and techniques of drawing, as we push the boundaries of what constitutes a "drawing." This camp will

Register online at www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer.
embrace students with visual language skills to
observe, remember, and imagine - drawing their
ideas out of their brains and into the world. We just
might “sketch” with sculpture and “color” with
collage. $200

**Elephants & Their Young**
**May 29 - June 1, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm**
Kate Monroe, TVS Kindergarten Teacher, and
Kay Newton, Retired TVS Kindergarten Teacher
Join TVS Kindergarten teachers to become familiar
with the classroom and school procedures. Hands-on
science and math will guide our exploration of the
African elephant, providing an unforgettable
learning experience. We will study the interesting
and unique physical characteristics, as well as family
interactions and habitats of the elephant. Learning
centers will be explored each day. Creative projects,
role play, and language development will also be
included in this class. $130

**Forks, Napkins, and Magic Words**
**July 30 - August 3, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm**
Platinum Manners
Platinum Manners presents a unique approach to
varied etiquette topics. Our world can be a difficult
place to live in. This camp will cover important,
practical life and social skills that all of us need to be
our best selves. This hands-on session includes small
group interactions, creative projects, kind discussion,
and an innovative take home item every day! $180

**Kelvin's Workshop: The Engineering of Toys**
**July 30 - August 3, 1:00 - 4:00 pm**
Engineering for Kids
Engineers, Kelvin needs our help to get a head start
on the holidays this year. As Junior Engineers, we will
help make toys for children around the world! Join us
in Kelvin's Workshop for the week as we design and
build the toys on everyone's wish list. $200

**Make and Play**
**May 29 - June 1, 1:00 - 4:00 pm**
June 4 - 8, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Cynthia Davis, TVS Extended Care Coordinator
Similar to extended care, Make and Play offers
campers more small group and individual free play at
centers. Ms. Davis will also plan collaborative crafts
and projects for participants. $75-$90

**Oceans of Fun**
**July 9 - 13, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm**
Denise McDermott, Independent Educator
Are you ready to make some waves? Dive on in for
an adventure under the sea! We’ll explore the ocean
through stories about ocean animals and mermaids,
too. Campers will have opportunities to engage in
science and math activities like: Float vs. sink, a shell
observation station, graphing multi-colored goldfish,
etc. We’ll also construct mermaid tails, create art
projects, and make oyster cookies. You’re sure to
have a fantastical time! $160

**Old MacDonald's Farm**
**June 4 - 8, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm**
Debbie Burr, Independent Educator
What exactly is a farm and what do farmers do?
Have you ever visited a farm? This class will teach
young students about various types of farms,
animals and crops that are raised and grown there,
and what life on a farm is like. Of course, no study of
farm life would be complete without sampling
foods grown on them. Students will study everything
from cows and carrots to pigs and potatoes and
be engaged through literature, math, singing, arts
and crafts and more. $160

**Once upon a Paintbrush**
**July 16 - 20, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm**
Oil & Cotton Creative Exchange
Explore the famous fairy tales of the Brothers Grimm.
We will learn to draw, paint and sculpt animals of
the Black Forest, paint and sew an adventure
knapsack like Hansel and Gretel, and use the "mirror
mirror on the wall" to learn how to draw yourself.
Plus, paint a self-portrait on canvas in the style of
German Expressionists. $200

**Pocketful of Miracles**
**May 29 - June 1, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm**
Nancy Rea, TVS Teacher, and Judy Bohnsack,
Independent Educator
Join TVS Kindergarten teachers to become familiar
with the classroom and kindergarten classroom
procedures. Explore how mammals care for their
young. Our study of the opossum will integrate
language arts, life science, art, and mathematics as
we use counting, estimating, and measuring skills.
Art and dramatic play will be included to add to the
fun! $130

Register online at [www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer](http://www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer).
Princess Prep Ⓡ and Ⓣ
June 11 - 15, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Michelle Goodwin, Independent Educator
Calling all Princesses! Join us for a fairy-tale week of royal fun and everything princess. Time at the palace is filled with song and dance, games, arts and crafts, and Storytime. Princesses also focus on important qualities like kindness and generosity that make them unique and special. Princesses practice their etiquette during tea parties, receive a head-to-toe makeover, and receive their tiara at the Royal Ball! $160

Rockets, Planes, and Flying Things Ⓡ and Ⓣ
June 11 - 15, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Little Scholars
Watch it soar, see it glide, come take a ride with rockets, planes and flying things! We will build flying machines, test gliders and soar to the moon through art, stories and lots of play! Our adventures will sharpen your imagination, kick start your motor skills and ignite a passion for flying! $190

Seussville Ⓡ
July 16 - 20, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Debbie Burr, Independent Educator
Welcome to the wild and wacky land of Seussville! Join Horton, Yertle, and Sally as they delight in the imagination, art, and rhymes of the legendary, lovable Dr. Seuss. Snacking on green eggs and ham, playing games with Thing One and Thing Two or creating your own Foot Book are all possible in this act of “Enormous Enormance!” $160

Soccer Ⓡ①②③④⑤⑥⑦⑧
June 18 - 22, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Charles Butler, TVS Coach
Take the field with Coach Butler and his assistants to learn the basics of the game and strengthen your soccer skills. Players are divided into groups by age and skill level for drills and games throughout the week. $160

Storybook Adventure Ⓡ and Ⓣ
June 18 - 22, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Val Underwood, TVS Teacher, and Tracy Barnett, FWISD Educator
Bring your imagination and sharp listening skills to a new afternoon adventure every day. We may set out to discover a new world, chase pirates, or climb a mountain. You never know where we will go, but you can plan on engaging in fun challenges, games, play, and artwork inspired by stories. $160

Volleyball Ⓡ①②③④⑤⑥
June 11 - 15, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Kyle Kennedy and Crystal Dover, TVS Teachers and Coaches
Trojan Volleyball camp is the place to be this summer! Coach Kennedy and Coach Dover teach the fundamentals of volleyball in a fun, exciting, and ever-changing environment combined with silly-themed week days. Come one, come all to create new friendships, learn new skills, and have an amazing week! $160

Whiz Kids Ⓡ and Ⓣ
June 11 - 15, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Little Scholars
Grab your goggles and lab coat; we are on a scientific discovery mission! Explore the world of science through everyday objects such as food and nature. Learn the science behind the things we use in our daily lives. There will be some explosions, a few creations and a whole lot of discoveries. Don’t miss out on this mission! $190

Register online at www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer.
Lower School (entering grades 1-4)

**Advanced Robotics: Battle Bots ④⑤⑥**
July 16 - 20, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Bricks4Kidz
Bricks 4 Kidz Advanced Robotics makes robotics accessible for kids — we teach kids the 3 key components of physical robotics: Movement, Sensors, and Programming. We use the LEGO Mindstorms sets with models and challenges that are designed just for kids. Students will be captivated as they incorporate the motors, sensors and software by programming their commands directly into the intelligent brick. Test their capabilities by moving an object with a robotic claw, building a robot that draws, or a creating a BattleBot. Our endless list of builds is sure to provide the complete fundamental components of robotics at best! Whether your child has built with the Mindstorms before or not, this camp will help them take their skill set to the next level - the Bricks 4 Kidz way! $200

**Art around the World③④⑤**
June 11 - 15, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Laura St. John, TVS Teacher
Join us to create art from different cultures around the world. From Guatemalan worry dolls to Japanese cherry blossom to Australian aboriginal art – we will explore a wide variety of places and experiment with fun mediums! Be prepared to draw, paint, sculpt, glitter, weave and more! $160

**Art Camp with Oil & Cotton ①②③④**
One-day Camp: May 31, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Full- or half-day option
Oil & Cotton Creative Exchange
In the morning, young artists will focus on bookbinding and printmaking. Experiment with studio art and graphic design techniques, as we discover our favorite mid-century picture book artists from around the world. Create a bilingual book, experimenting with the interplay of text and image in two languages. Artists include Bruno Munari and Antonio Frasconi. In the afternoon, young artists will focus on watercolor and collage. Use paper scraps and paint blobs to discover and develop an original character. Students will learn watercolor techniques while inventing a character in a setting, drawing inspiration from Leo Lionni and Jon Klassen. $100/$55

**Alien Alert ①②**
June 25 - 29, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Susan Campos, Independent Educator
Greetings Earthlings! Exit your spacecraft and learn all that is extra-terrestrial through math, science, history, and language arts activities. $160

**American Girl ①②③** FULL
June 11-15, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Debbie Burr, Independent Educator
Do you have a favorite American Girl doll? Bring her with you to this all-American class! Students will celebrate the uniqueness of the different dolls and their stories. They will also make crafts and cook pint-size treats to share with their doll! Special attention will be given to cultural aspects of the dolls and character building. Mid-week, make a special visit to the Dallas Galleria American Girl store and have treats at the Bistro (date to be determined). $190

**Arte in the Americas ②③④**
June 4 - 8, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Amy Ross, TVS Teacher
Join us as we create our way through Mexico, Central, and South America. At each stop along our journey we’ll use art to help us learn about the rich culture south of our border. Of course, we’ll have time for some fun along the way with traditional games, songs, and maybe a snack or two! At the end of the week we’ll have great souvenirs to help us remember this wonderful trip! $160

**Animal Adaptations ①②③**
June 11 - 15, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Susan Campos, Independent Educator
Come out and learn about the why’s of spots, stripes, wrinkles, and other coverings in the animal kingdom, while studying land and water biomes. $160

**Baseball ①②③④⑤⑥**
June 4 - 8, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Jeff Dover, TVS Teacher and Coach
Knock your summer out of the park with a week full of baseball! Meet Coach Jeff Dover and TVS players on the diamond to learn more about this all-

Register online at [www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer](http://www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer).
American game. Campers will practice skills in drills and games that focus on fielding, throwing, and batting. $160

**Beginner Chess and Games**
June 11 - 15, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Herminio Baez, Chess Instructor, and Cynthia Davis, TVS Extended Care Coordinator
This camp is like two camps in one! Campers will spend time each day with Mr. B, learning and practicing the basic rules of chess through games and group instruction. Each day will also include an exploration of other card and board games that promote strategy, creative thinking, and good sportsmanship. $160

**Biology 101**
June 18 - 22, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
June 25 - 29, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Shelly Wu, TCU Doctoral Student
Do you want to be a biologist? Join this introductory Biology camp to learn more about the field. Campers will discover Microbiology, Ecology, Zoology, Human Anatomy, and Forensic Biology during this power-packed science camp by making models and engaging in various fun experiments! $160

**Boys' Basketball**
May 29 - June 1, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
David Rodriguez, TVS Teacher and Coach
Take the court and sharpen those basketball skills before you get away for summer vacation! Spend each day learning the game and improving your skills, while having fun with current varsity players. $130

**Brick City Engineers**
July 16 - 20, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Bricks 4 Kidz
Let's build a CITY! There are many different types of engineering jobs, and building is one of the most fun! What would a city be without the **architects and engineers** who come up with the ideas, plans and building skills to make it all come together? Campers will put their engineering and architecture skills to work as they build city themed models using LEGO® Bricks. The sky's the limit when campers are challenged to use their own ideas and skills to build a **skyscraper taller than their heads**! They'll have a blast using **custom-built cars** to move the people of the city all around town – brick by brick! What an accomplishment to be able to proudly exclaim "We built this BRICK City!" $160

**Camp Astra**
July 9 - 13, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
August 6 - 10, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Full- and half-day options
Nicole Forbes and Xplore Staff
Camp Astra offers a well-rounded week of exploration and discovery. Nature, storytelling, arts and crafts, and games will fill our days, along with a few visits from special guests! $215/$110

**Camp Bluebonnet**
June 11 - 15, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Carol Gramentine, TVS Teacher
This camp is a booklover's dream! Fall head over heels into the 2018-2019 Texas Bluebonnet books, traveling through literature to meet new characters, explore new places, and encounter new ideas. From the Harlem Charade to the Grand Canyon, and poems about amazing Hispanics to tales of artist Keith Haring, you’ll be thrilled, surprised, and humored by the stories you read. We'll even slip in some ways to boost your reading comprehension. Expect to leave camp inspired and eager to read all summer! $160

**Cheerleading**
June 25 - 29, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Amy Coats, TVS Nurse and Cheer Coach, and Brianna Packard, FWISD Teacher
Bring your spirit and come learn the basics of cheerleading with the TVS Cheer Coaches! $160

**Climbing Camp**
June 4 - 8, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Szalan Ellis, Independent Educator
Challenge yourself as you take on the climbing wall and giant swing, while fellow campers cheer you on! Even try your hand at rappelling. Certified climber Szalan Ellis will lead this camp on Trinity Valley School's outdoor ropes and challenge course, guiding campers through proper techniques and tactics to ensure safety. Campers will learn all aspects of climbing safety and terminology, and participate in team-building activities. **No experience necessary!** $160
Cowtown Culture ①②③
One-day Camp: July 3, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Full-day only
Nicole Forbes and Alyson Zabriskie, TVS Teacher
Spend the day exploring museums in Fort Worth. $80

CrossFit Kids ①
July 9 - 13, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Panther City CrossFit
CrossFit Panther City is excited to bring their certified CrossFit Kids program to Trinity Valley School this summer. Awaken your child’s love for fitness, enhance his/her cognitive skills, and promote working in teams. Your child will not only learn different CrossFit skills and movements but also learn about nutrition through daily lessons and interactive activities. Each day, kids will also break a sweat during their daily WOD (Workout of the Day), Yoga, Endurance class, and other fun and challenging games and physical activities. All camp activities are under the guidance of a CrossFit Kids certified coach and nutritionist, Dabney Poorter. $170

CrossFit Kids ②③④
July 9 - 13, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Panther City CrossFit
CrossFit Panther City is excited to bring their certified CrossFit Kids program to Trinity Valley School this summer. Awaken your child’s love for fitness, enhance his/her cognitive skills, and promote working in teams. Your child will not only learn different CrossFit skills and movements but also learn about nutrition through daily lessons and interactive activities. Each day, kids will also break a sweat during their daily WOD (Workout of the Day), Yoga, Endurance class, and other fun and challenging games and physical activities. All camp activities are under the guidance of a CrossFit Kids certified coach and nutritionist, Dabney Poorter. $170

Curiosity Lab ①②③
June 4 - 8, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Ryan Ellis, TVS Teacher
Learn to think about everything as an experiment in this fun, hands-on camp. Curiosity will drive activities each day as campers are encouraged to ask and explore questions. Does it sink or float? How strong is my gumdrop tower? Discover the answers to these questions and many more! $160

TVS Dance Classes ①②③④
Session I: May 29 - June 21
Session II: July 24 - August 16
See page 22 for more information

Day of the Dog ①②③④
One-day Camp: June 1, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Full- or half-day option
Rose Zhang, TVS Teacher, and Min Olivieri, TVS Teacher
It’s time for a great paw-ty as we celebrate the Chinese “Year of the Dog” in just one day! Campers will enjoy a celebration of everything loyal and playful about canines. Chinese crafts, food, and culture will be included! $65/$35

Digital Storytelling ④⑤⑥
June 18 - 22, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
July 30 - August 3, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Abbie Cornelius, TVS Teacher, and Allison Shapard, TVS Teacher
Campers will explore the art of storytelling as they bring their original creations to life through technology. Digital tools and applications, such as 3-D printing and coding (Scratch) will be used to animate the characters, scenery, and tales imagined. Participants will think creatively, enhancing both computational as well as writing skills. In our tech-driven, programmable world, there’s no better time to learn than now! $160

Drawing Out ①②③④⑤⑥
July 16 - 20, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Oil & Cotton Creative Exchange
Learn both classical and alternative mediums and techniques of drawing, as we push the boundaries of what constitutes a "drawing." This camp will empower students with visual language skills to observe, remember, and imagine - drawing their ideas out of their brains and into the world. We just might “sketch” with sculpture and “color” with collage. $200

Extreme Ninjas ①②③
June 18 - 22, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Bricks 4 Kidz
Ninjas...GO! There is a new ninja on the block and he’s ready to fight to defend his honor and establish peace! The five ninjas all have their own important role to play in carrying on the legacy of spectacular ninja skill, self-discipline, courage and honor. Join
this team by using LEGO bricks, technic pieces, gears and motors to build the ninja domain of temples, dragons, awesome motorized ninja vehicles, ninja spinning machines and more. Campers will use their imaginations and creativity to dive into the extreme world of ninjas! $160

Fairy Tales ①②
June 18 - 22, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Tracy Barnett, FWISD Teacher, and Val Underwood, TVS Teacher
From Cinderella to Pinocchio, the list of classic fairy tales is long and the lessons within them valuable. Engage in fun challenges, games, and artwork as you explore a fairy tale each day! $160

Fencing with a Twist of Medieval ③④⑤⑥
July 9 - 13, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Kate Sierra, Competitive Edge Fencing
Come lads and ladies to Medieval Camp! Over the course of the week, the Knights of CEFC will guide you on your quest to learn the art of the sword. Knights-in-Training will learn to battle both in the medieval style and the modern Olympic style. Participants will design their personal coat of arms, make their own foam sword, and create a shield. Everyone will battle it out the last day of camp to see who will become the TVS Champion! $160

Fibonacci’s Studio: Math in Art ④⑤⑥
July 9, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Susan Campos, Independent Educator
Expand your mathematical horizons while incorporating art! Campers will study coordinate graphing, Fibonacci circles, Parabolic curves, symmetry, and tessellations all while creating various artworks! $160

Field Hockey ②③④⑤⑥⑦
June 4 - 8, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Claire Pearce, TVS Teacher and Coach
One of the few field hockey camps in the area! Come one, come all – with field hockey skills or as a brand new player. We will learn the basic fundamentals of the sport as well as play some small sided games. Leave this camp with a new love for a rare sport! $160

Huddle up on the gridiron for some football drills and fun. Young athletes are invited to learn more about the game and work on their skills. Teams will compete throughout the week for the summer championship! $160

Forks, Napkins, and Magic Words ⑩⑦
July 30 – August 3, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Platinum Manners
Platinum Manners presents a unique approach to varied etiquette topics. Our world can be a difficult place to live in. This camp will cover important, practical life and social skills that all of us need to be our best selves. This hands-on session includes small group interactions, creative projects, kind discussion, and an innovative take home item every day! $180

From Garden to Spoon ①②
June 4 - 8, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Little Scholars
Let’s get our hands dirty as we learn about gardening and food! Garden with us by making take-home garden boxes with a variety of herbs and other accessories for your garden. Create some daily delicious treats with healthy foods! Toss in our special ingredient of nature-based crafts and you have from garden to spoon! $215

Game On! ②③
July 30 - August 3, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Alyson Zabriskie, TVS Teacher
Prepare to let the good times roll as you play a plethora of games to strengthen academic skill sets. Participants will engage in Minute-to-Win It activities, Olympics-themed games, and more to develop abilities in problem solving, strategy, language, vocabulary, and math. $160

Gamepalooza ①②③
One-day Camp: July 6, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Full- and half-day option
Cynthia Davis, TVS Extended Care Manager, and Xplore Staff
Are you wild about puzzles and games? We’ll warm up with a few familiar pastimes, and then go to work designing and crafting original games! $65/$35

The Great Outdoors! ①②③④
One-day Camp: May 29, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Full-day only for grades
Trojan Outdoor Experience Staff
Spend the day in nature hiking, fishing, swimming, paddling, geocaching, and more! $80

Grossology ①②③④
One-day Camp: May 30, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Full- or half-day option
Carry Hansen, TVS Teacher
Slime and Smells - Oh My! This day you will investigate the slimy, the smelly, and the squishy through hands-on activities. $65/$35

Girls’ Basketball ①②③
June 4 - 8, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Tawanna Flowers, TVS Teacher and Coach
How good do you want to be? In order to be the best you can possibly be, you have to be equipped with key fundamentals. Practice your defense, shooting, ball handling, and passing skills, and learn the terminology of basketball in this action-packed basketball camp. $160

Girls’ Basketball ④⑤⑥
June 11 - 15, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Tawanna Flowers, TVS Teacher and Coach
How good do you want to be? In order to be the best you can possibly be, you have to be equipped with key fundamentals. Practice your defense, shooting, ball handling, and passing skills, and learn the terminology of basketball in this action-packed basketball camp. $160

Gump Day Camp ①②③
One-day Camp: July 5, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Full- and half-day option
Carrie Morrison, TVS Athletic Trainer, and TVS Athletic Team
Learn amazing costume and makeup skills from the 4-time Gump Day Faculty Champions...the TVS Athletic Department! Your child will learn a variety of skills including face painting, wizard/witch/fairy hat and wand making, creating colorful Troll hair headbands and more! We’ll take pictures of your child’s favorite outfit for them to keep along with all of their crafted accessories! Get ready for crazy costume fun! $130

Gump Day Camp ④⑤⑥
Two-day Camp: July 2-3, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Carrie Morrison, TVS Athletic Trainer, and TVS Athletic Team
Learn amazing costume and makeup skills from the 4-time Gump Day Faculty Champions...the TVS Athletic Department! Your child will learn a variety of skills including face painting, wizard/witch/fairy hat and wand making, creating colorful Troll hair headbands and more! We’ll take pictures of your child’s favorite outfit for them to keep along with all of their crafted accessories! Get ready for crazy costume fun! $130

Happy Campers ③④
June 25 - 29, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
July 30 - August 3, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Alyson Zabriskie, TVS Teacher
Bring your smiles to a camp out this summer with Mrs. Zabriskie, friends, and a few good books. Tales and stories will launch campers into adventurous scavenger hunts, team-building games, and a bounty of crafty creations, such as collaged rubbings, story stones, and more! Brownies attending this camp will earn skills towards the Wonders of Water. $160

Heroes’ Week ①②③
July 16 - 20, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Engineering for Kids
It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s...Heroes’ Week! Campers will join other engineers their age as they seek ways to cultivate superpowers. They will join a league of heroes and will work together to perform engineering-related challenges designed to show them the basics of being a superhero. $200

Hip Hop Yoga ①②
June 18 - 22, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Mind Body Play
In this fun-loving environment kids will explore yoga through the use of age appropriate music, dancing, stories, and games. Kids will learn about their bones, muscles, and heart as they build the foundation for a healthy mind-body connection. Yoga postures are taught in a playful environment where joy and self-confidence is emphasized. Meditation is introduced to help with listening and focus. There are some hips and some hops but most of all FUN! $170

Kelvin’s Workshop: The Engineering of Toys ①②
July 30 - August 3, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Engineering for Kids
Engineers, Kelvin needs our help to get a head start on the holidays this year. As Junior Engineers, we will help make toys for children around the world! Join us

Register online at www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer.
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in Kelvin’s Workshop for the week as we design and build the toys on everyone’s wish list. $200

Kitchen Capades ③④
June 4 - 8, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Erin Nesbitt and Scott Stirling, TVS Chefs
Cook up some fun in the kitchen with TVS Chefs Erin and Scott. From everyday basics and baking to clever concoctions and challenges (who is the fastest egg white whisker in the west?), this camp will provide young chefs with a well-rounded kitchen experience sure to make the family proud! $180

Lacrosse ②③④⑤⑥
June 11 - 15, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Chris Cobb, TVS Coach
Learn more about one of the fastest growing sports with Coach Cobb and varsity players. Beneficial to beginners and experienced players, this camp will focus on developing fundamentals and mechanics of the game. Young players will gain knowledge about every aspect of lacrosse, including equipment, positions, and rules of the game. $160

Mad Science ④⑤
June 11 - 15, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Robin Preston, TVS Teacher
Don your goggles and hunker down for a series of fun experiments! There is a method to Mrs. Preston’s madness and it’s scientific! Campers will acquire new knowledge about the world through a series of observations and tests, including Ice Cream Chemistry. $160

Make and Play ①②③
June 18 - 22 1:00 - 4:00 pm
June 25 - 29 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Cynthia Davis, TVS Extended Care Coordinator
Similar to extended care, Make and Play offers campers more small group and individual free play at centers. Ms. Davis will also plan collaborative crafts and projects for participants. $90

Maker Mania ①②③
One-day Camp: July 2, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Full- and half-day option
Alyson Zabriskie, TVS Teacher and Xplor Staff
Ready, set, make—design, build, and share your own innovative creations! Campers will rotate through workshops and other activities throughout the day.

If you like to collaborate, imagine, and make stuff, this camp is for you! $65/$35

Math Madness ②③
August 6 - 10, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Allison Shapard, TVS Teacher
Go mad for math as you immerse yourself in all things numbers and digits! Games and challenges will strengthen our mathematical skills and make for a fun week together. $160

Math Madness ④⑤
August 6 - 10, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Allison Shapard, TVS Teacher
Go mad for math as you immerse yourself in all things numbers and digits! Games and challenges will strengthen our mathematical skills and make for a fun week together. $160

More Than Which Fork to Use: Presenting the Best Me ②③④
July 30 – August 3, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Platinum Manners
Platinum Manners presents a unique approach to varied etiquette topics. Our world can be a difficult place to live in. This camp will cover important, practical life and social skills that all of us need to be our best selves. This hands-on session includes small group interactions, creative projects, kind discussion, and an innovative take home item every day! $180

15-Minute Musical: Beauty and the Beast ①②③
June 25 - 29, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
CAST (Creative After School Theater)
Attention all drama kings and queens! Spend this creative, theatre-filled week with CAST - Creative After School Theatre. Learn songs, choreography, and act out scenes from this popular Broadway musical! We’ll create costume accessories, don makeup, and perform a short “show off” production for family and friends on the last day of camp. $200

Nature Explorations ①②
June 4 - 8, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Shelly Wu, TCU Doctoral Student
Become a young naturalist and learn about nature at all scales—from insects to birds to trees! We will have fun bringing the outdoors inside the class to
understand the relationship between living things and their environment. $160

**Ninja Warrior: Tae Kwon Do ①②③④**
July 30 - August 3, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Karate Works
The Ninja Warrior Summer Camp, provided by Karate Works, is centered around fitness, bully prevention, and self-defense while simultaneously working on agility, flexibility and athleticism. The Karate Works Team uses positive reinforcement as the main teaching tool; helping students to develop self-confidence, goal setting skills, self-discipline and respect for themselves and others in a fun active environment! This camp is a wonderful way to introduce students to martial arts or, help improve the practice of students who already are part of a studio! We hope you jump right into the fun! $195

**Once upon a Paintbrush ①②③④⑤⑥**
July 16 - 20, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Oil & Cotton Creative Exchange
Explore the famous fairy tales of the Brothers Grimm. We will learn to draw, paint and sculpt animals of the Black Forest, paint and sew an adventure knapsack like Hansel and Gretel, and use the "mirror mirror on the wall" to learn how to draw yourself. Plus, paint a self-portrait on canvas in the style of German Expressionists. $200

**Painting Studio ④⑤⑥**
June 4 - 8, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Janet Chaffee, TVS Teacher
Make your mark! In this class, campers will consider the work and creativity of various painters, as they experiment with various paint media and techniques in their own work. Each young artist will take home several original works. $180

**Pop Diva Retreat ①②③**
July 9 - 13, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Michelle Goodwin, Independent Educator
Tired of the paparazzi? Get ready for the red carpet and film a music video during this luxury retreat. Pop divas will learn how to create picture-perfect hairstyles, gorgeous nails, flawless skin, and apply just the right amount of stage makeup. Learn the latest dance moves and polish your unique style; this music video is sure to top the charts! $160

**Science of Magic ②**
June 11 - 15, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Angela Buffington, PhD, TVS Teacher
Do you love science AND magic? Come learn new magic tricks and how they work in this weeklong exploration! $160

**Science Exploratorium ①②**
June 25 - 29, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Little Scholars
Come discover, experiment, and create as we learn about the colliding worlds of art and science in this STEAM-based camp. We will create biomes from around the world, star gaze at constellations, master meteorology, investigate how things work and dabble in chemistry and physics. Put on your learning cap and grab the art supplies because this STEAM camp will rock your world. $190

**Silly Sports and Goofy Games ②③④**
June 4 - 8, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Donna Weth, TVS Teacher
A joyful afternoon playing games and tackling challenges with friends is sure to boost your energy! From terrific tag games like "freezer, unfreeze" to ridiculous “pair” relays, campers are sure to have fun during this ultimate brain break camp! $160

**Soccer ①②③④⑤⑥⑦⑧**
June 18 - 22, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Charles Butler, TVS Coach
Take the field with Coach Butler and his assistants to learn the basics of the game and strengthen your soccer skills. Players are divided into groups by age and skill level for drills and games throughout the week. $160

**Stop Motion Studio ②③**
June 11 - 15, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Carry Hansen, TVS Teacher
Since 1896, animators have been using stop motion, and now you can, too – thanks to an iPad App that makes creating your own Short Animation Film a little easier! After gaining inspiration from watching a few of the classics, students will mold their own characters, design their set, write their script and bring their frame-by-frame photos to life for a film festival complete with popcorn! $160

**Storybook STEM ③④⑤**
June 18 - 22, 1:00 - 4:00 pm

Register online at [www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer](http://www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer).
Donna Weth, TVS Teacher
Challenge yourself to think in new ways about the characters and stories in our favorite books as they inspire fun STEM projects. $160

Super Sleuths ③④
June 25 - 29, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Little Scholars
Get out your magnifying glasses and detective hat as we have clues to decipher and crimes to solve. We’ll put our critical thinking skills and STEM knowledge to the test and get to the bottom of mysteries by learning the tricks real investigators use to solve cases. While experimenting with simple detection techniques, your reasoning skills will grow and your problem solving skills will become better than CSI agents. $190

Survivor: Engineer’s Cove ④⑤⑥
July 16 - 20, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Engineering for Kids
Welcome to Survivor: Engineer’s Cove! Campers will find themselves stranded on an abandoned island filled with perilous obstacles – dark caves, wild animals, cold temperatures, little food, and separation from the comforts of home. They will work collaboratively with their tribe members to compete against other tribes in specific engineering-related projects aimed at trying to survive the harsh island conditions and escape to their freedom. The tribe with the most points at the end of the week will claim the honor of Survivor: Engineer’s Cove winner. $200

Tennis and Mighty Muscles ①②③
June 25 - 29, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Myron Grunberg, TVS Teacher and Coach
On the court, this tennis program follows the Progressive Tennis System of scaled training and competition which focuses on basic stroke production, groundstrokes, and serves. Off the court, participants will develop fundamental motor skills through balance exercises and other adventures. $245

Transformation Creation ①②③
June 18 - 22, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Bricks 4 Kidz
Get ready to build and discover how your model transforms. Campers will love the mash-up of combination models that can be rebuilt into something different. These awesome 2-in-1 models will include exciting robots, vehicles and more! Follow the step-by-step building plans and ignite your inner engineer by using your imagination to transform your model into something unique. Join us for the fun-filled camp where you’ll use your creativity and engineering skills to build and transform. $160

Trojan X Games ①②③
July 23 - 27, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Nicole Forbes, Xplore Staff
Prepare for extreme fun as we roll out the second annual Trojan X Games! This camp is about challenging the mind and the body. Participate in a range of recreational games, creativity challenges, and minute-to-win it activities that promote collaboration, skills, and sportsmanship. Team spirit will be essential throughout the week, resulting in extra points for teams with clever cheers, nifty nicknames, marvelous mottos, and extra encouragement. $275

Trojan X Games ④⑤⑥
July 23 - 27, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Carry Hansen, TVS Teacher
See previous camp description.

Volleyball ①②③④⑤⑥
June 11 - 15, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Kyle Kennedy and Crystal Dover, TVS Teachers and Coaches
Trojan Volleyball camp is the place to be this summer! Coach Kennedy and Coach Dover teach the fundamentals of volleyball in a fun, exciting, and ever-changing environment combined with silly-themed week days. Come one, come all to create
new friendships, learn new skills, and have an amazing week! $160

**Writer’s Mashup ②③**
August 6 - 10, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Little Scholars
Test your linguistic prowess and get your creative writing juices flowing in Writer’s Mashup. We will entertain each other with comic designs, Magna Comic writing, and skit creations as well as language games to get even weary writers gunning to write more and more. Authors will build a portfolio of work as well as design a book. $190

**Writer’s Mashup ④⑤**
August 6 - 10, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Little Scholars
Test your linguistic prowess and get your creative writing juices flowing in Writer’s Mashup. We will entertain each other with comic designs, Magna Comic writing, and skit creations as well as language games to get even weary writers gunning to write more and more. Authors will build a portfolio of work as well as design a book. $190

---

**Middle School (entering grades 5-8)**

**Acrylic Studio ⑤**
May 29 - June 1, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Jo-Ann Mulroy, TVS Teacher
Join Upper School Art Teacher Jo-Ann Mulroy in this experimental summer art studio class. Throughout the week, young artists will play with fluid acrylic paint and other materials to achieve extraordinary creations. $150

**Architecture Workshop ④⑤⑥**
Two-day Camp: July 5-6, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Nicole Forbes and Tom Carr, Architect
During this two-day workshop, participants will explore the elements of architecture around campus and around Fort Worth on a field trip. Projects including scavenger hunts, sketching, and mini-models will keep learning active and guide the way to understanding light, space, materials, and other architectural concepts. $150

**Advanced Robotics: Battle Bots ④⑤⑥**
July 16 - 20, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Bricks4Kidz
Bricks 4 Kidz Advanced Robotics makes robotics accessible for kids — we teach kids the 3 key components of physical robotics: Movement, Sensors, and Programming. We use the LEGO MindStorms sets with models and challenges that are designed just for kids. Students will be captivated as they incorporate the motors, sensors and software by programming their commands directly into the intelligent brick. Test their capabilities by moving an object with a robotic claw, building a robot that draws, or a creating a BattleBot. Our endless list of builds is sure to provide the complete fundamental components of robotics at best! Whether your child has built with the Mindstorms before or not, this camp will help them take their skill set to the next level - the Bricks 4 Kidz way! $200

**Art around the World③④⑤**
June 11 - 15, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Laura St. John, TVS Teacher
Join us to create art from different cultures around the world. From Guatemalan worry dolls to Japanese cherry blossom to Australian aboriginal art – we will explore a wide variety of places and experiment with fun mediums! Be prepared to draw, paint, sculpt, glitter, weave and more! $160

**Astronomical Imaging ⑥⑦⑧⑨**
June 18 - 22, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Paul Price, TVS Teacher, Sam Barber, TVS Student
Ever wondered how big our galaxy is? Ever wanted to understand more about our universe while also
learning how to use programs like Photoshop? You have come to the right place! Astronomical Imaging returns in 2018 with new wrinkles! Throughout this course, Mr. Price and accomplished astrophotography (and Upper School student) Sam Barber will introduce you to the methods of astronomical image creation and give you a comprehensive view of our universe, from the smallest asteroid to the biggest galaxy. Participants (and their families) will also be invited to a star party one night at TVS where students will experience night sky tours, use telescopes, and capture images. All students will take home their very own image of the cosmos and a new understanding of the universe we call home. $190

Beginning Spanish Bootcamp ⑤⑥
August 6 - 10, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Connie Hooker, TVS Teacher
This class is designed for complete beginners. Join us for an introduction to Spanish where you will lay the groundwork for proficiency in speaking, reading, writing, and understanding basic, high frequency Spanish words. Throughout the camp, we will use pictures, stories, short videos, gestures and students’ interests to teach the basic vocabulary that will be necessary to navigate the middle school Spanish program. $160

Beginning Spanish Bootcamp ⑦⑧
August 6 - 10, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Sydney Munson, TVS Teacher, and Brian Johnston, TVS Teacher
Join us for an introduction to Spanish where you will learn to be proficient in speaking, reading, writing, and understanding basic, high frequency Spanish words. Throughout the camp, we will use pictures, stories, short videos, gestures and students’ interests to teach the basic vocabulary that will be necessary to navigate the middle school Spanish Program. By the end of the camp students will be able to read a level one novel as well as understand simple phrases and commands in Spanish. ***This class is highly recommended for rising 7th and 8th graders who have not had many years of Spanish in the past. ***$160

Biology 101 ④⑤
June 18 - 22, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
June 25 - 29, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Shelly Wu, TCU Doctoral Student
Do you want to be a biologist? Join this introductory Biology camp to learn more about the field. Campers will discover Microbiology, Ecology, Zoology, Human Anatomy, and Forensic Biology during this power-packed science camp by making models and engaging in various fun experiments! $160

Boys’ Basketball ⑦⑧⑨
May 29 - June 1, 1:00 - 3:00 pm
David Rodriguez, TVS Teacher and Coach
There is no off-season in basketball! Before you hustle away for summer vacation, spend the afternoon improving skills, hanging with current varsity players, and playing games. $90

Business Bootcamp: Young Entrepreneurs ⑤⑥
June 4 - 8, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Stacy Grau, PhD, TCU Business Professor
Think you want to start a business? This bootcamp will show you how. We will talk about where to get great ideas, how to build on those ideas and how to turn those ideas into a business or nonprofit organization. This is perfect for students who have initiative, who are creative and who want to do something different. Expect lots of excitement and some great speakers! $160

Calligraphy and Hand Lettering ⑤⑥⑦⑧
June 25 - 29, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Carrie Morrison, TVS Athletic Trainer
Do you want to learn fancy lettering?! Calligraphy has been around a long time but the modern version is even more fun to do! During this camp you will learn how to write every letter of the alphabet, some pretty swirls, and fun phrases. We’ll also make several keepsake projects such as a greeting card, wall-art, locker decorations, or keychains! You’ll go home with a workbook to keep practicing, a few markers and pens, and several projects you’ve completed during the week! $160

Calling All Cookies ⑤⑥
June 25 - 29, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Maggie Knapp, TVS Librarian
Indulge your inner cookie monster (blue fur optional) with five cookie treats. We’ll keep things on the healthy side (but remember: these are cookies after all!) as we mix and bake drop cookies, bar cookies, a not-too-sweet biscotti, and more. Learn about kitchen safety, baking techniques, spices and flavors
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in an atmosphere of friendly fun. Each student will bring home a dozen cookies at the end of each class. All recipes tree nut and peanut free. One option will be gluten free. $160

Cheerleading ①②③④⑤
June 25 - 29, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Amy Coats, TVS Nurse and Cheer Coach, and Brianna Packard, FWISD Teacher
Bring your spirit and come learn the basics of cheerleading with the TVS Cheer Coaches! $160

Ceramic Studio ⑥⑦⑧⑨⑩⑪⑫
June 4 - 8, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Jo-Ann Mulroy, TVS Teacher
Fire up your creativity in the ceramic studio! Artists will begin the week painting a pre-formed object, and then try their hand at various painting techniques on clay forms. Each student will develop a theme and color scheme to execute on a small set of dishes to take home at the end of the week! $180

Chemistry ⑤⑥⑦⑧
July 9 - 13, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Paul Price, TVS Teacher, and Sam Barber, TVS Student
How do light bulbs, LED’s and glow sticks work? Why are polymers so useful? Can I build a battery and then use it to isolate elements? These are just some of the questions we will explore in Chemistry of the Modern World. Join Mr. Price and senior TVS student Sam Barber as we will discuss the history and characters of several modern inventions we take for granted every day. You will then have the opportunity to explore the inner workings of materials and processes through demonstrations, labs, and make and takes. Join us for a week of excitement and exploration! $160

Climbing Camp ③④⑤
June 4 - 8, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Szalan Ellis, Independent Educator
Challenge yourself as you take on the climbing wall and giant swing, while fellow campers cheer you on! Even try your hand at rappelling. Certified climber Szalan Ellis will lead this camp on Trinity Valley School’s outdoor ropes and challenge course, guiding campers through proper techniques and tactics to ensure safety. Campers will learn all aspects of climbing safety and terminology, and participate in team-building activities. No experience necessary! $160

Climbing Camp ⑥⑦⑧
June 4 - 8, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Szalan Ellis, Independent Educator
Challenge yourself as you take on the climbing wall and giant swing, while fellow campers cheer you on! Even try your hand at rappelling. Certified climber Szalan Ellis will lead this camp on Trinity Valley School’s outdoor ropes and challenge course, guiding campers through proper techniques and tactics to ensure safety. Campers will learn all aspects of climbing safety and terminology, and participate in team-building activities. No experience necessary! $160

Creative Computing Lab ⑤⑥⑦⑧
June 18 - 22, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
July 30 - August 3, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Abbie Cornelius, TVS Teacher
Are you interested in art, designing, engineering, robotics, and fabrication? How would you like to turn a piece of art you’ve coded into a physical object? Campers will learn Processing, a language for learning how to code within the context of the visual arts. They will also explore Tinkercad software to create 3D objects. $170

Community Partners Program ⑦⑧⑨⑩⑪⑫
June 11 - 22
9:00 am - 12:00 pm, Monday to Thursday
9:00 am - 4:00 pm, Friday
Kirsten Murphy, TVS Librarian, and Donna Weth, TVS Teacher
www.trinityvalleyschool.org/programs/student-life-at-tvs/community-partners No fee

Competitive Tennis ⑦⑧⑨⑩⑪⑫
May 29 - June 1, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Myron Grunberg, TVS Teacher and Coach
This program is designed for ZAT and Champ players who aspire to play on their High School JV and Varsity teams. We take a global approach by addressing the physiological, technical, tactical, and psychological skills each player needs to reach their potential. Emphasis encompasses three main areas: improving the fundamental movement skills of mobility and motor control; increasing speed, strength, power, and endurance; and mastering
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technical and strategic tennis skills. If you are a serious tournament player, this program will prepare you for competitive play. Myron Grunberg, who has personally coached numerous National Champions and top 10 ITF players, directs this program. $200

Digital Storytelling (4) (5) (6)  
June 18 - 22, 1:00 - 4:00 pm  
July 30 - August 3, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm  
Abbie Cornelius, TVS Teacher, and Allison Shapard, TVS Teacher  
Campers will explore the art of storytelling as they bring their original creations to life through technology. Digital tools and applications, such as 3-D printing and coding (Scratch) will be used to animate the characters, scenery, and tales imagined. Participants will think creatively, enhancing both computational as well as writing skills. In our tech-driven, programmable world, there’s no better time to learn than now! $160

Drawing Out (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)  
July 16 - 20, 1:00 - 4:00 pm  
Oil & Cotton Creative Exchange  
Learn both classical and alternative mediums and techniques of drawing, as we push the boundaries of what constitutes a “drawing.” This camp will empower students with visual language skills to observe, remember, and imagine - drawing their ideas out of their brains and into the world. We just might “sketch” with sculpture and "color" with collage. $200

Electronics: Deconstruct/Reconstruct (5) (6)  
June 11 - 15, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm  
Angela Buffington, PhD, TVS Teacher  
This camp is based on the popular afterschool program with Dr. Buffington. Take your deconstruction and reconstruction skills to the next level! Deconstruct a small appliance, and then repurpose the components to make something new. Participants will jump into circuitry and develop skills using various tools. $160

Enamel Workshop (5) (6) (7) (8)  
August 6 - 10, 1:00 - 4:00 pm  
Barbara Maloney, Independent Educator  
This is a very rewarding, quick, and fun class! Enameling is a fast-paced art form that allows you to enjoy the beauty of glass without the ramping up and down time. It only takes two minutes or less to finish firing your pieces. This allows you to see how the piece looks immediately and, if you are unhappy with the result, make changes to the piece for re-firing! In this workshop, participants will learn the art of fusing glass, in the form of enamel, to metal. We will use copper disks and rectangles as our bases and a variety of opaque and transparent enamels for our designs. Types of metals and enamels, proper preparation of metals, kiln use, and safety will all be covered. You will learn basic sifting, with and without stencils, and sgraffito. Each participant will make 1-3 pieces during the class. The price of the class includes all material fees. $200

The Engineer’s Challenge (5) (6) (7) (8)  
June 4 - 8, 1:00 - 4:00 pm  
July 30 - August 3, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm  
Ryan Ellis, TVS Teacher, and Bainbridge Allen, TVS Alum  
Do you have what it takes to be an engineer? Do you enjoy working with others to tackle challenging problems? Campers will learn about the design process and utilize it to find the best solution in a variety of scenarios. Daily competitions, such as the Edible Car Challenge, will keep campers on their toes, and they will find that creativity and an open mind are the keys to success. $160

Fencing with a Twist of Medieval (3) (4) (5) (6)  
July 9 - 13, 1:00 - 4:00 pm  
Kate Sierra, Competitive Edge Fencing  
Come lads and ladies to Medieval Camp! Over the course of the week, the Knights of CEFC will guide you on your quest to learn the art of the sword. Knights-in-Training will learn to battle both in the medieval style and the modern Olympic style. Participants will design their personal coat of arms, make their own foam sword, and create a shield. Everyone will battle it out the last day of camp to see who will become the TVS Champion! $160

Fibonacci’s Studio: Math in Art (4) (5) (6)  
July 9 - 13, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm  
Susan Campos, Independent Educator  
Expand your mathematical horizons while incorporating art! Campers will study coordinate graphing, Fibonacci circles, Parabolic curves, symmetry, and tessellations all while creating various artworks! $160

Field Hockey (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
June 4 - 8, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Claire Pearce, TVS Teacher and Coach
One of the few field hockey camps in the area! Come one, come all – with field hockey skills or as a brand new player. We will learn the basic fundamentals of the sport as well as play some small sided games. Leave this camp with a new love for a rare sport! $160

Football ②③④⑤⑥
June 25 - 29, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Aaron Mattox, TVS Teacher and Coach
Huddle up on the gridiron for some football drills and fun. Young athletes are invited to learn more about the game and work on their skills. Teams will compete throughout the week for the summer championship! $160

Football Mini-Camp ⑦⑧
June 25 and 27, 4:00 - 6:00 pm
Aaron Mattox, TVS Teacher and Coach
Get a head start on the fall pigskin season! Join Coach Mattox for two afternoons full of drills on the field. $50

Futsal ⑤⑥⑦⑧
July 30 - August 3, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Ryan Ellis, TVS Teacher
Originating in South America in 1930, Futsal is a growing sport in the U.S. This variant of association football is similar to soccer, and promotes footwork and passing skills. Futsal is played indoors on a hard court with two teams of five matched up against each other. All player levels are invited to this camp – come learn a new sport or get better at a game you love! $160

Game of Life ⑥⑦⑧
May 29 - June 1, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Harper Dunne and Anna Stupfel, TVS Students and Lynda Wood, TVS Teacher
Upper School students Harper Dunne and Anna Stupfel have turned the popular board game, Life, into a fun simulation. Campers will encounter real-world challenges and surprises each day on their way to gaining valuable skills. “Household” teams will tackle everything from budgeting to basic cooking. Get ready to spin the wheel in the Game of Life! $130

Girls’ Basketball ④⑤⑥
June 11 - 15, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Tawanna Flowers, TVS Teacher and Coach
How good do you want to be? In order to be the best you can possibly be, you have to be equipped with key fundamentals. Practice your defense, shooting, ball handling, and passing skills, and learn the terminology of basketball in this action-packed basketball camp. $160

Gump Day Camp ④⑤⑥
Two-day Camp: July 2-3, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Carrie Morrison, TVS Athletic Trainer, and TVS Athletic Team
Learn amazing costume and makeup skills from the 4-time Gump Day Faculty Champions...the TVS Athletic Department! Your child will learn a variety of skills including face painting, wizard/witch/fairy hat and wand making, creating colorful Troll hair headbands and more! We’ll take pictures of your child’s favorite outfit for them to keep along with all of their crafted accessories! Get ready for crazy costume fun! $130

Knitting Studio ⑤⑥⑦⑧
July 30 - August 3, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Maggie Knapp, TVS Librarian
Ready for a creative retreat from the dings and beeps of technology? Knitting is a soothing skill that lets you have fun, make friends, talk about your day, and create something beautiful and functional at the same time. No advance knitting experience required! Students will have a choice of projects at several skill levels, including a headband, drawstring pouch or a cap for themselves, a sibling or friend. Your child will be able to keep the needles and yarn: the creative urge can strike long after Knitting Studio is done! Please let us know in advance if your child is left-handed. $160

Lacrosse ②③④⑤⑥
June 11 - 15, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Chris Cobb, TVS Coach
Learn more about one of the fastest growing sports with Coach Cobb and varsity players. Beneficial to beginners and experienced players, this camp will focus on developing fundamentals and mechanics of the game. Young players will gain knowledge about every aspect of lacrosse, including equipment, positions, and rules of the game. $160

Register online at www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer.
Lacrosse Mini-Camp ⑦⑧⑨
June 11 - 14, 4:00 - 6:00 pm
Monday - Thursday
Chris Cobb, TVS Coach
Join Coach Cobb for this mini-camp to perfect your fundamentals and practice game-like situations. $90

Mad Science ④⑤
June 11 - 15, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Robin Preston, TVS Teacher
Don your goggles and hunker down for a series of fun experiments! There is a method to Mrs. Preston’s madness and it’s scientific! Campers will acquire new knowledge about the world through a series of observations and tests, including Ice Cream Chemistry. $160

Math Madness ④⑤
August 6 - 10, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Allison Shapard, TVS Teacher
Go mad for math as you immerse yourself in all things numbers and digits! Games and challenges will strengthen our mathematical skills and make for a fun week together. $160

Much Ado About Shakespeare ⑧⑨⑩⑪⑫
July 10 - 29, 12:00 - 9:00 pm
Anna and Don Carlson, TVS Teachers
www.trinityvalleyschool.org/arts/theater/much-ado-about-shakespeare $350

Once upon a Paintbrush ⑩⑪⑫⑬⑭⑮⑯
July 16 - 20, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Oil & Cotton Creative Exchange
Explore the famous fairy tales of the Brothers Grimm. We will learn to draw, paint and sculpt animals of the Black Forest, paint and sew an adventure knapsack like Hansel and Gretel, and use the “mirror mirror on the wall” to learn how to draw yourself. Plus, paint a self-portrait on canvas in the style of German Expressionists. $200

Painting Studio ④⑤⑥
June 4 - 8, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Janet Chaffee, TVS Teacher
Make your mark! In this class, campers will consider the work and creativity of various painters, as they experiment with various paint media and techniques in their own work. Each young artist will take home several original works. $180

Soccer ①②③④⑤⑥⑦⑧
June 18 - 22, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Charles Butler, TVS Coach
Take the field with Coach Butler and his assistants to learn the basics of the game and strengthen your soccer skills. Players are divided into groups by age and skill level for drills and games throughout the week. $160

Sports Prep: Strength, Speed, and Mobility ⑥⑦⑧
June 18 - 22, 2:00 - 4:00 pm
July 23 - 27, 2:00 - 4:00 pm
Alan Reid, TVS Athletic Trainer, and Kyle Kennedy, TVS Coach and Teacher
Get a jump start on making the most of your sports seasons! Join TVS’ Athletic Trainer Alan Reid and Coach Kyle Kennedy for this camp, which is designed to introduce basic strength training concepts, address footwork and agility and functional movement patterns that will help improve athletes’ movements overall. Campers will be introduced to specific exercise techniques, which will address strength training, agility footwork, running form and mobility of major joints. Benefits of proper movement and coordination through athletic activities will help improve neuromuscular activity, balance, and coordination, which could potentially prevent future injuries. $110

Storybook STEM ③④⑤
June 18 - 22, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Donna Weth, TVS Teacher
Challenge yourself to think in new ways about the characters and stories in our favorite books as they inspire fun STEM projects. $160

Summer Musical: I Need a Vacation ④⑤⑥
July 2 - 13 (no class July 4), 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Performance on July 13 in the afternoon
Ashley Owen, TVS Teacher
Calling all BROADWAY BABIES: Do you run around your home singing at the top of your lungs, and are your legs constantly kicking on the down beat? Do you love being part of a creative community where magic happens every day? You belong in our Summer Musical Theater Camp! Come be part of

Register online at www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer.
something magical, and explore all of the possibilities for the vacation of your life! $310

Survivor: Engineer’s Cove ④⑤⑥
July 16 - 20, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Engineering for Kids
Welcome to Survivor: Engineer’s Cove! Campers will find themselves stranded on an abandoned island filled with perilous obstacles – dark caves, wild animals, cold temperatures, little food, and separation from the comforts of home. They will work collaboratively with their tribe members to compete against other tribes in specific engineering-related projects aimed at trying to survive the harsh island conditions and escape to their freedom. The tribe with the most points at the end of the week will claim the honor of Survivor: Engineer’s Cove winner. $200

Tennis ④⑤⑥
June 18 - 22, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Myron Grubenberg and Allison Shapard, TVS Teachers
On the court, the tennis program follows the Progressive Tennis System of scaled training and competition which focuses on basic stroke production, groundstrokes, and serves. Off the court, participants will develop fundamental motor skills through balance exercises and other adventures. $245

Trojan X Games ④⑤⑥
July 23 - 27, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Carry Hansen, TVS Teacher
Prepare for extreme fun as we roll out the second annual Trojan X Games! This camp is about challenging the mind and the body. Participate in a range of recreational games, creativity challenges, and minute-to-win it activities that promote collaboration, skills, and sportsmanship. Team spirit will be essential throughout the week, resulting in extra points for teams with clever cheers, nifty nicknames, marvelous mottos, and extra encouragement. $275

TVS Dance Classes ⑤⑥⑦⑧
Session I: May 29 - June 21
Session II: July 24 - August 16
See page 22 for more information

Virtual Reality and Globetrekking with Google Expeditions ⑥⑦⑧
June 11 - 15, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Ryan Churchward, TVS Teacher
Start checking off that bucket list with fully immersive virtual reality tours of countries, cultures, landmarks and landscapes from each continent of our vast world! From the terraced villages of Machu Picchu to the towering skyscrapers of Tokyo, this boot camp will utilize virtual reality devices to explore the people of the world and the places they call home. This is the perfect camp for inquisitive students who appreciate travel, culture, and diversity! $160

Volleyball ①②③④⑤⑥
June 11 - 15, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Kyle Kennedy and Crystal Dover, TVS Teachers and Coaches
Trojan Volleyball camp is the place to be this summer! Coach Kennedy and Coach Fenoglio Dover lead players in grades 7-12 in a review of the fundamentals, teach game strategy, and provide competitive live play. $160

Volleyball ⑦⑧⑨⑩⑪⑫
June 11 - 15, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Kyle Kennedy and Crystal Dover, TVS Teachers and Coaches
Trojan Volleyball camp is the place to be this summer! Coach Kennedy and Coach Fenoglio Dover teach the fundamentals of volleyball in a fun, exciting, and ever-changing environment combined with silly-themed week days. Come one, come all to create new friendships, learn new skills, and have an amazing week! $160

Writer’s Mashup ④⑤
August 6 - 10, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Little Scholars
Test your linguistic prowess and get your creative writing juices flowing in Writer’s Mashup. We will entertain each other with comic designs, Magna Comic writing, and skit creations as well as language games to get even weary writers gunning to write more and more. Authors will build a portfolio of work as well as design a book. $190

Writer’s Workshop ⑤⑥
May 29 - June 1, 1:00 - 4:00 pm

Register online at www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer.
Tina Clayton, TVS Teacher
Do you enjoy putting words to paper or screen? Jump start a summer full of creative writing in this session focused on all aspects of the literary arts. Campers will explore and consider the work of various authors, practice writing stories and poetry, and hone in on their typing skills. $160

YouTubing ⑥⑦⑧
June 25 - 29, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Ted Forbes, Multimedia Producer
YouTube is mind-bogglingly big! Hundreds of hours of video are uploaded every minute to this digital sea of information. Crazy cat antics, music videos, how-tos, you name it—it’s on the Tube! More than a billion users across the planet consume and create all of this content. How do we sort through the riff-raff and what makes for a quality YouTube channel? In this camp, we’ll consider and pursue the craft of storytelling via online video. By exploring and assessing multiple channels, and more importantly by creating our own videos, we’ll discover our own conclusions about quality storytelling and video creation. $160

Upper School (entering grades 9-12)

Astronomical Imaging ⑥⑦⑧⑨
June 18 - 22, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Paul Price, TVS Teacher, Sam Barber, TVS Student
Ever wondered how big our galaxy is? Ever wanted to understand more about our universe while also learning how to use programs like Photoshop? You have come to the right place! Astronomical Imaging returns in 2018 with new wrinkles! Throughout this course, Mr. Price and accomplished astrophotography (and Upper School student) Sam Barber will introduce you to the methods of astronomical image creation and give you a comprehensive view of our universe, from the smallest asteroid to the biggest galaxy. Participants (and their families) will also be invited to a star party one night at TVS where students will experience night sky tours, use telescopes, and capture images. All students will take home their very own image of the cosmos and a new understanding of the universe we call home. $190

Boys’ Basketball ⑦⑧⑨
May 29 - June 1, 1:00 - 3:00 pm
David Rodriguez, TVS Teacher and Coach
There is no off-season in basketball! Before you hustle away for summer vacation, spend the afternoon improving skills, hanging with current varsity players, and playing games. $90

Ceramic Studio ⑥⑦⑧⑨⑩⑪⑫
June 4 - 8, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Jo-Ann Mulroy, TVS Teacher
Fire up your creativity in the ceramic studio! Artists will begin the week painting a pre-formed object, and then try their hand at various painting techniques on clay forms. Each student will develop a theme and color scheme to execute on a small set of dishes to take home at the end of the week! $180

College Essay Course ⑫
May 29 - June 1, 10:00 am - 12:00 pm
July 30 - August 2, 2:00 - 4:00 pm
Andrea Luttrell, TVS Teacher
Get a jump on the process of writing your college essays! Begin drafting responses to the common app questions before fall classes begin, learn about effective eye-grabbing writing techniques, and benefit from peer revision and professional feedback. Participants will leave the course with one completed, revised common app essay, as well as insight into how to brainstorm and draft supplemental essays. Class time is two hours daily for four days. Each student will also schedule one 30-minute session with Ms. Luttrell for custom feedback. $200

Community Partners Program ⑦⑧⑨⑩⑪⑫
June 11 - 22
9:00 am - 12:00 pm, Monday to Thursday

Register online at www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer.
Register online at www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer.

9:00 am - 4:00 pm, Friday
Kirsten Murphy, TVS Librarian, and Donna Weth, TVS Teacher
www.trinityvalleyschool.org/programs/student-life-at-tvs/community-partners No fee

Competitive Tennis ⑦⑧⑨⑩⑪⑫
May 29 - June 1, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Myron Grunberg, TVS Teacher and Coach
This program is designed for ZAT and Champ players who aspire to play on their High School JV and Varsity teams. We take a global approach by addressing the physiological, technical, tactical, and psychological skills each player needs to reach their potential. Emphasis encompasses three main areas: improving the fundamental movement skills of mobility and motor control; increasing speed, strength, power, and endurance; and mastering technical and strategic tennis skills. If you are a serious tournament player, this program will prepare you for competitive play. Myron Grunberg, who has personally coached numerous National Champions and top 10 ITF players, directs this program. $200

TVS Dance Classes ⑨⑩⑪⑫
Session I: May 29 - June 21
Session II: July 24 - August 16
See page 22 for more information

Lacrosse Mini-Camp ⑦⑧⑨
June 11 - 14, 4:00 - 6:00 pm
Monday - Thursday
Chris Cobb, TVS Coach
Join Coach Cobb for this mini-camp to perfect your fundamentals and practice game-like situations. $90

Much Ado about Shakespeare ⑧⑨⑩⑪⑫
June 11 - 30, 12:00 - 9:00 pm
Anna and Don Carlson, TVS Teachers
www.trinityvalleyschool.org/arts/theater/much-ado-about-shakespeare $350

Trojan Explosive Power - BOYS ⑨⑩⑪⑫
June 4 - July 19, 8:00 - 10:30 am
Aaron Mattox and Jeff Dover, TVS Teachers and Coaches
This strength and conditioning program meets Monday – Thursday for seven weeks. This program is available to Trinity Valley School athletes only. $100

Trojan Explosive Power - GIRLS ⑨⑩⑪⑫
June 4 - July 19, 8:00 - 10:00 am
Tawanna Flowers and Crystal Dover, TVS Teachers and Coaches
This strength and conditioning program meets Monday – Thursday for seven weeks. This program is available to Trinity Valley School athletes only. $100

Volleyball ⑦⑧⑨⑩⑪⑫
June 11 - 15, 1:00 - 4:00 pm
Kyle Kennedy and Crystal Dover, TVS Teachers and Coaches
Trojan Volleyball camp is the place to be this summer! Coach Kennedy and Coach Fenoglio Dover lead players in grades 7-12 in a review of the fundamentals, teach game strategy, and provide competitive live play. $160
TVS SUMMER DANCE CLASSES

Weekly classes in Ballet, Pointe, Lyrical, Hip Hop, Tap, and Jazz will be offered for two four-week sessions in the TVS Dance Studio. Session I will run May 29 - June 21. Session II will run July 24 - August 16. Contact forbesn@trinityvalleyschool.org for registration information.

**Ages 6-10**
- Jazz/Hip Hop: Tuesdays, 4:00 - 5:30 pm
- Tap: Wednesdays, 4:00 - 5:00 pm
- Ballet/Lyrical: Thursdays, 4:00 - 5:30 pm

**Ages 11 & Up**
- Ballet: Tuesdays and Thursdays, 5:30 - 7:00 pm
- Pointe: Wednesdays, 5:00 - 6:00 pm
- Tap: Wednesdays, 6:00 - 7:00 pm
- Hip Hop: Wednesdays, 7:00 - 8:00 pm
- Lyrical: Thursdays, 7:00 – 8:00 pm

**Class Tuition (hours/week)**
- 1 hour: $65.00
- 1.5 hours: $91.00
- 2 hours: $110.50
- 2.5 hours: $127.00
- 3 hours: $139.50
- 4 hours: $169.00
- 5+ hours: 188.50

**Dance Pro: Audition Skills for Dancers**
Want to audition like a pro? All dancers are welcome. Those attending the June 2018 Tremaine Dance Convention or auditioning for the 2018 TVS Dance Performance Company are highly encouraged to attend these practice sessions! Dancers will explore effective audition techniques before presenting choreography in an audition setting. Each dancer will receive individualized feedback and helpful recommendations to shine at their next audition.

**TREMAINE SESSION (ballet and jazz only)**
- Friday, June 22
  - Ages 6-10: 9:00 - 10:00 am, $20
  - Ages 11 & Up: 10:00 - 11:30 am, $30

**ELITE PERFORMANCE COMPANY SESSION (ballet, jazz, lyrical, and hip hop)**
- Saturday, August 18, 9:30 - 11:30 am, $35

Register online at www.trinityvalleyschool.org/summer.